
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE OXYGEN
ABSORPTION Off PORK MUSCLE
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SUMMARY
The oxygen absorption of fresh pork has been 

studied.« The curve may be represented by two components, 
one a straight continuous line, the other a discontinuous 
exponential curve.-

The significance of these two components are 
considered together with the effect of various substrates, 
inhibitors, co-enzymes, pH, and carbon dioxide evolution.

IN production
The development of lactic acid from glycogen in rigor 

mortis, has been widely studied and is now familiar. Very 
little however, is known about the post-rigor chemistry 
that then goes on, albeit at a slower rate. That changes 
do take place however, is quite apparent, viz the ''ageing 
of beef'1. .Ye in our laboratories have frequently noted 
the slow disappearance o^ lactic acid from stored, post
rigor meat. This disappearance of lactate does not appear 
to be due to bacterial action since it occurs even at 
-20°p„

Another and more notable property of post-rigor 
muscle is that it is still continuously absorbing 0,. The 
following s/V'arburg studies on Pork muscle were therefore 
undertaken in the hope of at least paving the way for a 
better understanding of what changes, if any, take place 
ln stored, post-rigor muscle.

(  A )  I n  )
Andrews et alv ' & Grant'' ' have investigated the 

surviving enzyme activities of post-rigor muscle, showing 
°he succinic dehydrogenase system to be by far the greatest 
residual activity. This however, only implies that there

there
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actual activity or not depends on the presence of its 
substrate. Although these workers have stressed the 
abundance of this enzyme in post-rigor muscle, it should 
be apparent that it need not necessarily be of any 
importance at all, unless its substrate also is present.
The much smaller activity of say lactic dehydrogenase, 
may well be of much more importance, because it alone has 
a large reservoir of its substrate naturally present.
All other enzymes present, however great their potential 
activity might be will only play such a part as is 
determined by the amount of their substrates present or 
the rate of formation in any respiration cycle. Knowing 
the economies and due provisions which nature usually 
fashions, it is tempting to suggest that the enzymes in 
meat are present in the proportions best suited to their 
functioning in the live animal, ana not to any comparati/e. 

slow residual post-rigor and aerobic activity.
The presence of a large potential activity of the 

succinic .ehydrogenase may therefore be a lead to what is 
required in the living tissue, but is not in our opinion 
any indication of its importance in the respiration of 
carcase tissue particularly post-rigor.

Urbin and Vilson^ have recently studied the post
mortem oxygen requirements of beef tissue at 1 C, and 
interpret their findings as a steady rate of enzymatic 
oxygen absorption, together with an evolution of carbon 
dioxide both as an initial ’surge' and as a steady rate.
The apparent initial surge of oxygen absorption is explainer 
partly as an artefact caused by pre-formed gaseous carbon 
dioxide in the tissue escaping, thus causing a diminution 
of sample volume, which would be measured as an oxygen 

absorption.
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EXPERIMENTAL
All experiments were conducted in a conventional 

Warburg apparatus at 37°C Flask contents were always 
1gm of freshly minced tissue + 2mls of buffer etc. in 
air, with 0„ignis of potassium hydroxide solution on a 
roll of filter paper in the centre well, unles-s otherwise 
stated.

RESULTS
1 o 'Typical Curves

Over the short periods of time usually used in work 
with tissue slices etc. an exponential type of curve is 
obtained. When these periods were extended to 2-3 hrs. 
a quite definite straightening of the line occured, the 
oxygen then being absorbed ax a steady constant rate. A 
typical curve is shown in Fig„1 . That this continued 
steady absorption, superimposed on trie exponential curve, 
was not due to bacterial growth, is shown by°-
a) That if the time was further prolonged, then 
eventually a definite sharp increase was found (Fig.2) 
due to the influence of bacterial growth. 
t>) If rather contaminated or much handled meat was used 
a curve was found, where the increase due to bacterial 
growth occured before the exponential phase was complete.

In the presence of toluene, the same type of normal 
curve was obtained. The normal oxygen absorption curve 
is therefore presumed to be not materially affected by 
“bacterial growth up to approx. 3 hrs., if normal fresh 
dean muscle is used.
20 Equation of typical curv;

The data lid not appear to fit any exponential or 
other form of curve; the best general fit always being 
obtained with the use of two components, i.e. a straight 
line continuous component, assumed to have been straight 
fr>om the start, leaving a residual curve which appeared
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to be truly exponential. These components are shown in 
Fig.3-

On this basis then, the general equation oi the 
normal curve can be calculated
a) The continuous component will be given by the 
equation of a straight line going through the axes,

i.e. yi = at
where y is tne oxygen absorbed in this component in t mins, 
and 'a' is a constant.
b) The discontinuous component will be given by the
exponential equation, -

y2 ~ J-be“iVt
where y^ is the oxygen absorbed in this component in 't' 
mins., 'b' 'k* being constants.
c) The equation of the full curve therefore becomes

y = y1 + y2 = at + b-be-kt 
This curve has been found to be generally applicable 

to all samples (more than a hundred) examined. The only 
slight departure from this that is sometimes found is a 
slight curving of the straight line component after some 
time. This is undoubtably because the straight line is 
Really the first part oi a very large exponential curve, 
which for all normal purposes may be considered as a 
straight line. Only when the total activity is very weak 
Can this effect be noticed within 3 hrs.

glU, CON-TAinTS 1 a1 'b '  ̂ 'k' 0? TH.~ ESUAnON.
From the proceeding it may be seen that the value of 

a' represents the slope of the continuous straight line 
c°mponent, and represents directly the rate of this 
c°mponent. This should not be affected by any reasonable 
¿elay period i.e. during mincing, weighing out, and 
ecidiiibriating in the Yarburg flask ,*rior to taking
^sstsurements.

The value of *b' however representing the asymptotic
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maximum amount of oxygen absorbed in the discontinuous 
component, will be effected largely by variations in • 
the time before measurement is commenced. The values 
of *b' must therefore be interpreted with caution, and 
stanuardisation or timing and exposure conditions of 
samples before the Warburg taps are closed, is essential 
if any comparison of 'b' values is to be made.

The values of *k’ representing the rate of change of 
slope of the exponential component should be independent 
of the starting point.

3• PllWTCT OP THE WORM Of THE MUSCLE -SAMPLE
A comparison of cropped muscle, sliced muscle and 

minced muscle was made with the results shown in Fig.l+.
The fastest oxygen absorption occured with the 

minced meat. This effect is also demonstrated in Fig.5 
together with the influence of the amount of meat in the 
flask. Per gram of muscle, the highest rate was obtained 
using 1gm. of minced muscle in the vVarburg flask.

It was sometimes founo., particularly with rather acid 
meat (pH 5.l'r) that duplicates did not invariably agree.
With this type of meat there is usually some exudation of 
fluid present, and it was thought that this coulu lead to 
bad sampling in the weighing out of the 1gm portion, 
causing the activity to vary slightly. This would be so 
if the activity was concentrated more in the meat juices. 
Further experiments were therefore conducted to elucidate 
this point.

Minced muscle (pH 5-3) was compared with the juice 
expressed direct by centrifuging ligitly, and with the 
insoluble residue after extracting and washing twice with 
excess saline, allowing one hour to elapse with each 
extraction. The results are shown in Fig.6 and indicate 
that most of the meat activity was present in the expressed 
juice.
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This indicated, that more accurate results might he 

obtained by always using the expressed juicec However, 
this juice can only be expressed by centrifuging if the 
pH of the muscle is low. x-ui experiment was therefore 
conducted to see if a 50/o juice could be used by 
extracting (and diluting) with phosphate buffer. The' 
results are shorn in Tig. 7 and demonstrate that the 
increased handling and exposure of tne juice has led to 
a very significant loss of activity. The lability of 
the juice appears to be too great for this method to be 
used with success»

EFFECT CP TAHITI:OPS 
a ° Malonate.

Malonate which classically inhibits succinic 
dehydrogenase showed no inhibition of the oxygen 
absorption, as shown in Fig.8. 
d . Fluoride £ Azide (Fig.9)

Fluoride appeared to reduce the continuous rate 'a', 
dut increased the curved component ’b'. This same effect
Was also demonstrated to a greater extent by azide. The 
increase however, was restricted to the b value, the value 
°T k remaining unchanged. 
c 0 Cyanide

The addition of (3 x 10 ^M) cyanide had no detectable
affect.

f e ’FCT OF APP7D SUBSTRATES 
a“ Acids of the Krebs Cycle,

Oxygen absorption curves were obtained in the presence 
°£“ Lactate, Pyruvate. Buccinate, Fumarate Oxalo-Acetic 
and -heto-glutaric acid. Of the above acids only succinate 
and fumarate had any effect (Fig. 10). The rate of the 'a' 
value was unchanged, but the 'b' values showed slight 
■^creases.
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b c. Other Subs tra tes:

Glucose, cystein, glycollate, tryptophane, and 
creatine all were found to have no effect on the oxygen 
absorption curve, apart from a very slight lowering.

Sl'fSCT Of OXYGhh Ga  hr y l  G PIGMCME
a. My or-lob in . Pig. 11.

Myoglobin had a slight depressing effect on both 
components, proportional to the myoglobin concentration.
b . Cytochrome.

The addition of 0.05>ö Cytochrome c had no effect on 
the oxygen absorption.

gf-'CCT OF pH

Three muscles from different carcases (chosen for 
their pH values) were examined with the results shown in 
I'ig. 12. The oxygen absorption progressively increased
with the increase of pH of the meat. Loth components 
showed this increase.

One sample of meat was then examined in a range of 
phosphate buffers with the results shown in Fig.1 3 . 
Increase of pH again increased both components of the 
°xygen absorption. The buffering power of the meat 
however, was so great that the eventual pH values in the 
t*lask were all much wearer to the original meat pH value 

5« 5 than was expected.

IggECT Or' ADDED CO-BHZYMSw ETC i
The effects of some of these compounds on the oxygen 

Absorption curve are shown in Pig 1U.
■a.T.P. & A.D.P. both had no effect, 
hicotinamie also showed no effect. Co-enzyme A 

^ave a slightly increased value ox 'a' but had no effect 
011 the discontinuous rate, i.e. the 'b' value.
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TPN had no effect on the 'a' value but slightly 

increased the b value.

DPN gave a well marked acceleration of the 'a' 
value (doubled), with no effect on 'b'.

CARBON PIOXIDS EVOLUTION

In general, the carbon dioxide evolution was always 
almost equal to the oxygen absorption, i.e. the 
respiratory quotient was'normally 1„0 or just below»

DISCUSSION

Significance of the Two Components.
The fact that the oxygen absorption can be 

represented by two separate components, one continuous, 
and the other discontinuous, suggests many'possible 
explanations, and some alternatives are considered below:-
a) M-ARTEJACT introduced during measurement

) Urbin & Wilson (2) using cubes of tissue at 1°C 
explained the initial surge of oxygen uptake that they 
observed similar to our discontinuous component, as being 
a diminution of sample volume, brought about by the 
gradual release of preformed gaseous carbon dioxide.
Thi0 volume change would be interpreted as an uptake of 
°xygen.

It is apparent however from the results under our 
C°nditions of minced tissue, suspension in fluid, and 
0 15 mins, equilibriating in the .farburg before closing 

tops, that the presence of preformed carbon dioxide 
ls not very likely. This faster rate continues under 
ar con icions for 1 —15 hrs., ana as may be seen from 

using coarsely chopped tissue instead of a fine 
■̂•bce does not delay or increase this discontinuous 

c°ftponent at all. This component was also still present 
Wilen the raeat inice itself was used. On this evidencef r
erefore, a change of sample volume due to preformed
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carbon dioxide cannot be responsible for the initial
exponential component of the oxygen absorption curve, 
at least under our conditions»

dispersion, the oxygen has to be transported to the 
cells via the aqueous media in addition the cells are 
undergoing gradual dialysis by the aqueous media.

The faster initial rate of oxygen absorption could 
therefore be due to the difference between the absorption 
raues of muscle during and after the dialysis with the

absorption should reach the steady rate quicker with a

juice would not be expected to show this effect," and in 
addition, delaying the start (before adding fluid) should
not alter the curve. In fact none of these effects are 
ootained, and it appears reasonable go assume that the 
two components aro actually present and represent true 
rates of oxygen absorption, not artefacts introduced 
during measurement.

13 ) SOMZLiJS. UTILIoATION 0 ,■ QNZ oPZCIfflQ SUBSTRATS
If one specilic suostrate is oxidised at a faster 

rate than the others, and this substrate is only present 
in a limiting amount, the initial fast rate would then 
slow down exponentially as this particular substance was 
removed, finally attaining the steady rate of the 
oxidation of the remaining pool of substrates, i.c. a 
curve similar to the one obtained in practice would be 
explainable on this basis. Most of the possible 
substrates that were tried however did not affect the rate. 
Succinate and Fumarate, the two exceptions were found to 
increase the discontinuous component, i.e. increased the 
b' values as shown by the following values from Fig.10.

a2) As the meat is measured in the lorm of an aqueous

suspending rluid. If this is so, the rate of oxygen

fine mince than with a coarser mince. Also the expressed

Meat alone
& succinate 

'' à Fumarate
1 . 0
1 .0 
1 „0

a b
8U

150
110
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These values indicate that the fumarate and 
particularly the succinate are preferentially used in 
the discontinuous component. The increase of the b 
values was also shown up in the carbon dioxide values, 
showing that it was more than just dehydrogenation 
causing rhe Increase.

Tnese results ¡nay therefore be interpreted as a
possible explanation of the normal oxygen absorption
curveo If it is as_umed that an oxidation cycle as for
example, the Krebs' cycle is responsible for the oxygen
absorption, then this cycle is not operating in the
interior of carcase eat where the system is anaerobic.
Under these conditions, some small reservoir or pool of
substrate for each step in the cycle could conceivably
Ue accumulated according to the anaerobic conditions.
On mincing this material aid starting the aerobic cycle,
a faster rate could be obtained at first while these
substrate concentrations gradually come to the equilibrium
strengths of the aerobic cycle. Thus a curve of the
type obtained normally, may be explained. Further, as
in any cycle like this, one reaction maybe rate limiting.
The addition of substrates to the other steps will not

hfluence the rate, and only the addition of the substrate
Pnouuced in the rate limiting step and those for
ubsequent steps, will be expected to produce an overall
ll!1crease of the whole cycle. Now in the Krebs' cycle,
succinate to fumarate and fumarate to oxalo-acetic are the
‘-st stages, ana. these are t.,e only two substrates which

Were in fact found to increase the rate of the cycle.
Ir a dition as Andrews (1) & 3-rant (2) have shown, succinic 
ehydrogenase is present in large excess as far as the
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aerobic cycle is concerned, i.e. there -would be no 
reservoir of succinate. It would be very probable 
then that the decarboxylation and oxidation of u.-keto 
glutaric acid to form succinate, would be the rate 
limiting step in the cycle.

The anaerobic accumulation of small amounts of 
succinate and/or fumarate may therefore be the reason 
lor the faster initial uptake of oxygen in freshly 
exposed meat.

c) UTILISATION Of Oh! SPECIFIC CO-SNZYtF
If one specific co-enzyme present in excess at 

the start, was gradually used up, the rate would fall 
to a steady value depending on -Che general rate of cyclic 
resynthesis or regeneration of the active form.

In fact, of the co-enzymes and related substances 
added, none had any real effect on the 'b' value. TPN 
hid increase this slightly but the effect was not great 
enough to confirm this possible explanation.
d) T.7Q DISTINCT 3NZYMATIC PATHWAYS.

The presence of two separate and distinct oxidative 
Pathways, with one system being more rapid, but also 
toore labile than the other, could also explain most of 
^he findings.

This concept is also supported by the evidence
0rn the addition of inhibitors. Thus azide and fluoride

^educed the continuous 'a', but increased the ’b' value.
Th ■!s increase of 'b’ could be explains a, for, if two 
imultaneous systems were competitive for the substrates, 
hen it would be expected that decreasing one could have 
e effect of increasing the other. The fact that the

V Values were found to be the same, supports this also, 
aUoe it infers that the curve ./as the same but was able

tO Q , .
ntinue for longer, because the other inhibited

P®- th •w&y was not removing its usual .uota of the substrate.
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CONCLUSIONS»
The oxygen absorption of post-rigor muscle appears 

to have two distinct components.
These do not seem to be an artefact introduced 

during measurement, and are thought to be most likely due 
to either the utilization of one pre-formed substrate, or 
to the presence of two distinct oxidative pathways. It 
is hoped to examine these alternatives in further work.
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